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Phishing scam emails are emails that pretend to be something they are not in order to get the recipient of
the email to undertake some action they normally would not. While technical protections against phishing
reduce the number of phishing emails received, they are not perfect and phishing remains one of the largest
sources of security risk in technology and communication systems. To better understand the cognitive process
that end users can use to identify phishing messages, I interviewed 21 IT experts about instances where they
successfully identified emails as phishing in their own inboxes. IT experts naturally follow a three-stage
process for identifying phishing emails. In the first stage, the email recipient tries to make sense of the email,
and understand how it relates to other things in their life. As they do this, they notice discrepancies: little
things that are “off” about the email. As the recipient notices more discrepancies, they feel a need for an
alternative explanation for the email. At some point, some feature of the email — usually, the presence of a link
requesting an action — triggers them to recognize that phishing is a possible alternative explanation. At this
point, they become suspicious (stage two) and investigate the email by looking for technical details that can
conclusively identify the email as phishing. Once they find such information, then they move to stage three
and deal with the email by deleting it or reporting it. I discuss ways this process can fail, and implications for
improving training of end users about phishing.
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INTRODUCTION

Email is one of the most common methods of telecommuncation. Over 3.9 billion people have email
accounts, and collectively they send and receive over 290 billion emails per day [19], including
both business emails and consumer emails. Email allows people to easily communicate with others
anywhere on the planet, which supports both business collaboration and personal communications.
Email represents one of the largest CSCW systems on the planet, and fundamental to its design is
the idea that anyone, anywhere can send an email to anyone else [53].
Unfortunately, some emails are phishing scams. A phishing email is an email that pretends to be
something that it is not, in order to get its recipient to take an action that they otherwise wouldn’t
do. Phishing emails are currently causing large scale damage in society. Many current cybersecurity
attacks have been tracked back to phishing emails. Phishing attacks have caused people to transfer
large amounts of money [33], to install ransomware that disables computers [47], or to have their
emails stolen and posted publicly on Wikileaks [32].
Phishing is an instance of a semantic attack [43] that exploits the way that humans assign
meaning to content that they read or hear. That is, semantic attacks like phishing take advantage
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of the fact that people generally believe what they see and hear, by fraudulently pretending to
be something that they are not in order to get someone to undertake actions that they normally
wouldn’t be willing to take.
Because semantic attacks exploit the way that humans assign meaning, it is difficult to develop
purely technical approaches to preventing them. Asking humans to be able to identify and recognize
phishing messages is an important component of how we defend against phishing.
Much current research has focused on ways that humans are limited in their ability to detect
phishing [12]; researchers have focused on trying to find ways to better train people [51]. Much
research has gone into developing training materials such as comics [30] or games [3, 45] that try
to help people recognize phishing messages.
Most of this training material focuses on one specific aspect of recognizing phishing, such as
training people what fraudulent URLs look like [30]. However, we don’t really understand what the
full recognition process looks like. What cognitive process allow a human to detect that an email is
phishing? What is a complete set of steps that people can realistically follow to recognize that an
email is phishing? When people do successfully identify an email as phishing, how do they do it?
To examine this, I conducted a series of 21 interviews with professional IT experts. These experts
regularly encounter phishing messages, both sent to them and sent to others that they support, as
part of their job, have developed skills at recognizing phishing messages, and are likely to have
successfully detected phishing emails in the past. In these interviews, I used the Critical Decision
Method [11, 27] to get these experts to describe in great detail specifically how they identified and
dealt with a single phishing message in a natural, real setting. By analyzing these descriptions, I am
able to understand and describe the complete process by which experts identify phishing emails.
IT experts are a particularly important population for phishing. Many people rely on experts to
help them detect phishing emails (for example, John Podesta asked his IT expert before clicking on
the phishing email that lead to Clinton’s emails on Wikileaks [32]). Also, many phishing campaigns
target IT administrators because their accounts have access to many important functions [50].
Additionally, experts possess the skills that we hope to train in end users; examining experts allows
us to set realistic goals for end user phishing training.
I found that experts go through a three-stage process to identify phishing messages. First, for all
emails, the experts engage in a sensemaking process where they try to understand the email. As
part of this process, they use their expertise in the topic of the email to notice discrepancies, or
things about the email that aren’t quite right. These discrepancies then trigger a cognitive shift,
where the experts become suspicious that the email might not be legitimate. During this second
stage, suspicion causes the expert to investigate the email by explicitly seeking information (for
example, by hovering over links to see the URL) that can conclusively identify the email as phishing.
Once the person makes a decision about whether the email is legitimate or phishing, then they
enter the third stage, where they deal with the email, usually by either deleting it or reporting it
appropriately.
Now that we understand this process and can describe it in detail, we can better understand ways
that this process can fail and that people can fall victim to phishing. Current phishing training, like
being suspicious or identifying fraudulent URLs, mostly helps during the second stage (suspicion)
and focuses on information that conclusively distinguishes phishing from legitimate email. Experts
found this stage to be relatively easy; instead, the most difficult and important part of the process
was during the first stage, where people were noticing discrepancies as they tried to make sense of
emails and then tried to find alternative explanations (such as phishing) that could explain those
discrepancies.
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PHISHING

Phishing attacks have been on the rise over the last few years. 32% of all breaches in 2018 were due
to phishing, which was the second most common cyber threat action after denial of service [50]. The
overall phishing rate has declined each year over the last four years. However, it is still a relatively
high rate, with 1 in every 3200 emails received being a phishing message [48]. Recently, attackers
have moved away from using malicious URLs and toward attachments in malicious emails [48].
Phishing attacks are particularly a problem when attackers are targeting specific individuals or
organizations – which is often called “spear-phishing”. People are falling for spear phishing at high
rates [31], and attackers are getting better at using persuasive techniques to target individuals [35].
Spear-phishing remains the most popular targeted attack method, used by 65% of all groups doing
targeted attacks [48]. (Compare this to only 23% of groups using zero-day vulnerabilities.)
Nation-states particularly rely on phishing attacks, which have been on the rise [50]. Inside
large organizations, 36% of external information breaches were state-affiliated, and most of these
cyber-espionage attacks begin with phishing [50]. In the public sector, 79% of all external attacks
are cyber-expionage. Spear-phishing attacks were particularly being used to target elections in the
US in 2018 [32, 48] and in other democracies around the world.
2.1

Why People Fall for Phish

There is little work on when and why experts fall for phishing emails. However, the existing
research literature on phishing has a healthy number of papers trying to understand patterns in
which phishing emails end users are more likely to believe as real. The literature calls this “falling
for phish” [6].
Phishing emails are crafted by adversaries intentionally trying to deceive users. Dhamija et al.
[13] found that intentional visual deception — making a phishing email look similar to a legitimate
email, such as using similar domain names and visual design – was one of the biggest predictors of
which phishing emails would work. Blythe et al. [6] found that emails with logos (which are easy
to copy) are significantly harder to detect than emails without logos. Blythe et al. [6] also found
that blind users were much better at detecting phishing emails, which also indicates that visual
design is important in the deceptive aspects of phishing.
Oliveira et al. [35] looked at how marketing theories such as Cialdini’s seven principles of
influence [8] can be used to craft deceptive emails. They found that all six principles could increase
phishing click rates, with 43% of users falling for the deception, but that scarcity and authority had
disproportionate effects on older users while reciprocation and liking had disproportionate effects
on younger users. Benenson et al. [5] found that emails that fit people’s pre-existing expectations
or that made people curious were more likely to be clicked.
A common finding in the literature is that women are more susceptible to phishing emails than
men [31, 35, 44] and that older users are more susceptible than younger users [31, 35]. Sheng et al.
[44] used a mediation analysis to confirm the hypothesis that this this is at least partially due to a
difference in technical skill and expertise (even in non-experts), though technical skills only explain
part of the difference.
Almost all of this work looks at properties of the phishing email or properties of the user to explain
phishing susceptibility. This does not explain, though, why some people may fall for a specific
email at some times but not others [7]. In this paper, I examine the process that expert users follow
to identify a phishing message; by understanding this process I am able to hypothesize additional
factors that may lead to phishing susceptibility, and particularly how personal background and
situation can play an important role.
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Technical Phishing Prevention

A number of technical measures have been created to help defend against phishing attacks. Technical
solutions frequently try to “make [phishing] invisible” [23] to end users by using 1) blacklists to
block known URLs, and 2) taking down known phishing landing pages.
In using blacklists, a number of solutions have been proposed that use machine learning techniques to detect aspects of phishing attacks [1]. They differ in what is being detected and what
machine learning techniques are being used. Some methods focus on detecting malicious URLs, for
example using GANs [2] or RNNs [4]. Other methods examine websites to detect when a website
might be malicious [54] (ensemble classifier). Both of these methods fail to work on non-web based
attacks like malicious attachments (which, as noted above, are on the rise [48]). Other techniques
try to classify individual email messages, solving the training data problem by learning email over
time [46]. Yet another approach involves basing machine learning on human reports of phishing
messages [20]. Other technical solutions include designing better interfaces [23] that provide warnings to users like the SSL warnings in Chrome [15]. For example, one proposal provides warnings
about phishing messages in an email client near the URL, but still allow users to click the URL if
needed [38].
Technical phishing tools are able to detect many phishing URLs. However, these tools work
best for mass phishing emails where many identical or similar emails are sent to large numbers of
potential victims. These report-and-blacklist solutions do not help the first few people who receive
the message. More importantly, they also do not help protect against spear-phishing attacks that
are customized to their targets and only sent to a small number of targets [14]. This may be why
attackers seem to be moving toward more spear-phishing attacks and fewer mass attacks [48].
2.3

Human-Centered Phishing Prevention

Purely technical solutions are not enough to prevent phishing. Defending against phishing attacks
is difficult because, fundamentally, phishing attacks are socio-technical attacks [43]. They exploit
modern communications infrastructure to send forged and fake messages. However, determining
whether a given email is a phishing email requires knowing important social information that
is only available to the recipient, such as what communications they are expecting and from
whom [43].
One of the most common anti-phishing techniques used today is a social reporting mechanism.
Emails that are suspected to be phishing emails are reported to a central location, which then
investigates and verifies that the email is not what it purports to be. Once determined, that email (and
others similar to it) can then be blacklisted and/or removed from inboxes of other recipients [20].
Most large organizations have IT security teams who do this work. Many tools exist to aggregate
these reports across organizations (e.g Google’s Gmail, or Proofpoint’s phishing services [16]).
Many organizations train potential human recipients to recognize and identify phishing messages
as a regular part of IT “security awareness” training efforts [17], and much research has gone
into trying to identify ways to effectively train people to recognize phishing messages. Broadly
speaking, there are three styles of training currently employed [17]: general-purpose training
messages that communicate “best practices”; fake phishing campaigns [51]; and in-the-moment
warning messages [38].
For all three of these methods of communication, there is an important question about what
we should be teaching end users. Current training focuses on two important messages. First, the
training communicates awareness of phishing threats: it tries to make users aware that these threats
exist and that users have a role to play in detecting and addressing the threats.
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Second, the training usually communicates a set of “best practices”: actions and behaviors that
are recommended to users. These best practices are usually focused on helping users accurately
determine if an email actually does what it says it does; for example, if the link in the email actually
goes to the organization or website that it claims to, or if the email headers indicate the email is
actually from who is says it is from. Blythe et al. [6] summarizes many of these best practices as
“Never click on a link in an email” and “Never respond to an email asking for banking details”. Both
Sheng et al. [45] and Kumaraguru et al. [30] emphasize understanding URLs and checking that
URLs match the purported email sender; their training has become the basis for much real-world
training.
Sasse has recently argued that this training, and particularly the attempts to make warnings
more salient, are misguided and are causing more harm than good [42]. She points out that user
time is valuable, and that distracting the user and making them take up their time dealing with
increasingly intrusive warnings and difficult tasks (like hovering over every email link received)
causes many problems for users, including lost time, distraction, and increased fearfulness. She
recommends, instead, that security researchers should be focusing on reducing the number of
decisions that users need to make so user time is used more efficiently.
This argument is particularly important for phishing. Much of the current phishing training
encourages users to undertake actions that are very time-consuming when you multiply them by
the number of emails a person receives in a day.
2.4

The Phishing Decision

We do not currently have good theoretical models of how people make the decision about whether
an email is phishing or not. The closest model we have is Cranor’s Human-in-the-Loop model [12].
This model is based on Conzola and Wogalter’s Communication-Human Information Processing
model [9] of warning effectiveness. These models assume that there is some initial communication (a
warning message, or a training message) intended to modify behavior, and then models impediments
to humans heeding that communication (including sender credibility, beliefs and attitudes, and prior
knowledge and experience). The goal of these models is to improve the initial communication’s
effectiveness at behavior change. Phishing detection, however, is substantially different because
the initial communication – the phishing message – is not under our control. Indeed, the phishing
message is created by adversaries with the specific intention of evading detection. Additionally,
neither Cranor’s model nor Conzola and Wogalter’s model is a process model that describes the
cognitive processes involved in detection.
To study the process that people follow to make decisions about phishing, it is important to
clearly and accurately identify what that decision is. Traditionally, decisions are often characterized
as comparative: there are two or more options, and a decision-maker needs to choose which of the
options to go with [24]. For phishing, for example, a decision-maker could need to decide whether
the email in front of them is a real email or a phishing email.
To study this, I looked to research on naturalistic decision making in real-world contexts, which
suggests that this definition of decision is too narrow. In many situations, people who are experts
at making a given decision often do not see the decision in front of them. Instead, they “just know
what to do” and then do it [24]. Klein, Calderwood, and Clinton-Cirocco, in their work studying
firefighters, found that most of the fire fighting decisions made by expert fire commanders were not
made by comparing multiple options, but instead through a process of recognizing the situation as
similar to some past situations, remembering what worked in those past situations, and then going
forward with a similar action in this situation [26]. Klein instead then defines a decision as “any
point where more than one reasonable option exists, even if those options are not considered by
the decision-maker” [24, 41].
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Following this definition, I define the phishing decision that people have to make as for each email
received, the recipient must decide whether the email is legitimate and statements it makes can be taken
at face value, or whether the email is phishing and cannot be trusted. Notice that this decision applies
to each and every email that a person receives in their inbox, whether they explicitly consider the
decision or not. It is possible that email recipients “just know what to do”, much like the fireground
commanders in Klein et al. [26], and do not have to explicitly consider each decision.
Also, notice that “just knowing what to do” is actually an ideal case. Email recipients should not
have to spend time and effort taking complicated investigative steps, such as hovering over links or
viewing email headers, for every email they receive. Instead, it would be ideal if they “just know
what to do” and distinguish legitimate emails from phishing without being distracted from the
main task at hand. Following the critique of Sasse [42], minimizing the work required from users
to make accurate decisions about emails is better than adding work to users or inciting fear on a
regular basis. Simply recognizing emails as legitimate or phishing and just knowing what to do is
actually a sign of expertise in the user, and an ideal to be strived for.
To better understand what this ideal looks like, I chose to study experts: people with the knowledge,
skills, and experience to accurately identify phishing emails, to better understand how they go
about identifying phishing emails. I suspected that I would find that they often “just know what
to do”. Experts are people too, and non-experts should be able to develop some of the skills that
experts have in detecting phishing, much like most people are able to learn to drive automobiles
without needing to be expert auto mechanics.
2.5

Expertise

“Expertise” is a complicated concept, and it is not clear who is an “expert” and who is not. Expertise
is always relative to some domain of human activity. No one is simply “an expert”; rather, they
are an expert in something. A person can be an expert in chess, but only a novice in physics. It is
important to clearly define domains when talking about expertise. For this paper, the domain of
expertise I am most interested in is expertise in detecting phishing emails, though other domains
of expertise turn out to also be important.
Hoffman [21] describes a number of ways that the research literature has defined expertise.
He makes a distinction between “cognitive/perceptual” approaches to defining expertise and
“sociological” approaches. Cognitive approaches to expertise look at an individual person and the
skills and knowledge that person has. A person can be defined as an expert in a given domain if
they have the skills and knowledge to excel in the domain. Sociological approaches, on the other
hand, define experts as part of a larger social order, often relative to other people. Experts can be
defined sociologically by examining job titles, certifications, awards, or other social recognition.
While both forms of identifying expertise are valuable, in this paper I focus on cognitive/perceptual
definitions of expertise. I am most interesting in examining the cognitive processes that experts
use to detect phishing emails, so I focus on expertise defined by those cognitive processes rather
than social indicators of expertise like job titles.
There are multiple ways to cognitively define expertise; Hoffman [21] describes three broad
categories for defining expertise cognitively. First, experts are often described developmentally,
as they develop through a series of levels or stages, often given names based on medieval guilds
(novice, apprentice, journeyman, expert, master). This conceptualization of expertise is based on
improving over time through the accumulation of knowledge, experience, and skill. Second, experts
can be described in terms of knowledge structure. Experts possess more knowledge about the
domain including being able to recite more facts; organize knowledge about the domain at a higher,
more abstract level; and have the ability to model the world conceptually and use mental models to
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envision things that have not yet happened. Third, expertise can be defined in terms of process;
experts reason about the world differently than non-experts.
Since this paper is primarily interested in cognitive processes, I focus on this third cognitive/perceptual definition of experts: a person is an expert in a domain if they reason about it like
an expert. Klein and Hoffman [28] describe three major ways that expert reasoning is different than
non-experts. First, experts are able to see typicality. Experts know what is typical in a situation and
what is not typical, and use that knowledge to classify situations and to focus on what is important
in a situation. Second, experts are able to see fine distinctions that non-experts miss. One example
of this is in TV broadcasts of the Olympics, where broadcasters (who are experts) can see small
details about the athletes in real-time that only become evident to the viewers upon slow-motion
replay. Third, experts can see antecedents and consequences; that is, they use their knowledge of
cause-and-effect to be able to see what happened in the past and what is likely to happen in the
future.
3

METHODS

The goal of this study is to examine how people who are experts at identifying phishing messages do
this for emails in their own inbox. I identified 21 full-time IT professionals from a large organization,
and interviewed each one separately about a specific email that they had personally received, which
they suspected to be phishing. This interview structure was intended to investigate how these
experts identify phishing emails in a naturalistic setting. Interviewing people who have expertise
at identifying phishing messages will help to know what skills are needed to train non-experts to
protect themselves. What is a reasonable level of skill that a human being can possess at identifying
phishing emails? And how do people with that skill actually go about identifying phishing messages?
3.1

Participants

For this study, I wanted to identify and interview experts: people who have some high level of
expertise at identifying phishing emails. Applying the cognitive/perceptual definition of expert
from Klein and Hoffman [28], phishing experts should be people who understand what typical
phishing emails look like (and, presumably, what non-phishing emails look like). They should be
able to make fine perceptual distinctions about features of the emails, and be able to notice things
that others might miss. And they should have a strong understanding of cause-and-effect; what
might have caused this email to be sent, or what would happen if links were clicked or emails
deleted?
To identify people who were likely to possess these skills, I sought out a professional IT organization with a security team which has to deal with many phishing messages every day. IT
professionals have the technical skills and knowledge to understand cause-and-effect and to understand small technical details of emails that everyday people do not. A professional security team is
also able to develop a high level of skill at detecting phishing messages through direct experience.
Other members of the team and people who work adjacent to the security team also likely develop
some of the expertise by vicariously hearing about phishing messages and having to deal with
issues that arise out of phishing attacks.
I recruited 21 members of the professional IT staff at a large midwestern university. 11 of the 21
were members of the security team who are responsible for identifying phishing messages and
dealing with them for the university. Participants were recruited via snowball sampling with the
assistance of one of the members of the IT security team and with approval of the management.
All of the participants reported having technical or IT training and years of experience working
with technology and email. They all reported hearing about phishing emails regularly as part of
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Gender
Man
Woman

16 76%
5 24%

Role
IT Security 11 52%
General IT 8 38%
IT Adjacent 2 10%

Email Received
Legitimate
Phishing
Training

4
15
1

20%
75%
5%

Table 1. Information about the participants and the emails they described. The last column indicates whether
the participant ended up concluding that the email they received was legitimate, was a phishing message,
or was a fake phishing message sent as training by their organization. “IT Adjacent” is a self-description
used by participants without strong technical backgrounds who work in non-technical roles inside the IT
organization.

their job and knowing members of the IT security staff and working closely with them. Table 1
summarizes these participants.
During the interview process, I verified that all 21 participants possessed the three cognitive/perceptual skills in my definition of phishing expertise: understand what typical phishing
emails look like; making fine perceptual distinctions about details of emails; and understood
cause-and-effect with phishing emails. By this definition, all 21 participants possessed expertise in
phishing security.
Professional experts are a difficult population to sample; they have limited time. Two hours of
time from an expert is a large amount to request. 21 participants is a reasonable number for a study
like this because of the specialized knowledge and expertise of the participants, and was enough
to achieve theoretical saturation [39]. The interview respected their time (I split the interview
into two 1-hour sessions if needed) and resulted in a large amount of detailed data from each
participant. While the number of participants is not large, the level of detail and the difficulty of
access means that I was able to generate detailed findings from this group of participants. As with
most qualitative research, findings generalize not because of statistical sampling or large numbers,
but by clearly describing the participants (so the reader can “transfer” results to new situations)
and grounding theory development in the details of the participants [39].
While all participants work in the same organization (and thus might be subject to the same
organizational messaging about phishing), most of them have years-to-decades of experience in IT
and security, often in more than one organization. It is unlikely that the organizational messaging
overly influences these results; indeed, since the organization’s phishing training is written by
some of these participants, it is more likely that these experiences influence the training more than
the training influences the experiences.
3.2

Interviews

The interviews followed the Critical Decision Method [11]. The interviewer first worked with the
participant to identify a critical incident: an instance of an event in the past when the person’s skill
and expertise were challenged. For these interviews, I asked about incidents where the participant
had received a “potentially dangerous email”, and preferred discussing incidents that “particularly
challenged” the participant’s knowledge, skills, and expertise to identify whether it was dangerous
or not. I specifically sought to identify challenging emails because identifying these emails goes
beyond routine or procedural knowledge, and better allows us to see the components of expert
decision-making [11]. The focus of this study is in understanding the expertise and process that
these participants used to identify phishing emails, not on the details of these particular emails;
these critical incidents, however, allowed me to identify that expertise in detail. All participants
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were able to identify multiple potential incidents (emails that they had received), including a number
of messages that were initially thought to be potentially dangerous but ended up being legitimate
emails.
Once a specific incident was identified, then the interview proceeded through three sweeps
through the incident. In the first sweep, the participant and the interviewer walked through the
incident together, and the interviewer drew a visual timeline of the incident on a shared whiteboard
in the interview room. The timeline enabled the interviewer and participant to develop a shared
understanding of the order that events unfolded, and what happened during the incident. It provided
a shared display that helped ensure that the interviewer accurately understood the ordering of
events and helped the participant be more complete in their recall of the incident. The interviewer
typically spent about 15–60 minutes of the interview developing this shared timeline.
In the second sweep, the interviewer then asked numerous questions about each time point on
the timeline with the goal of “deepening” the understanding of what happened. In particular, the
interviewer asked at each point in time what cues (properties in the world) the participant was
noticing at that point in time, what goal the participant was trying to accomplish at that point
in time, properties of decision-making like time pressure and timing, options that the participant
considered for what to do next, experience and background knowledge that the participant brought
to bear to help with the decision-making, and whether at this point what they were seeing was
typical of these kinds of incidents. This deepening sweep was usually the longest portion of the
interview, and the interviewer usually spent about 30-60 minutes of the interview asking these
questions about each event and decision in the timeline.
In the third sweep, the interviewer went back through the incident and asked a number of
“what-if” questions. These questions probed for what would happen if things were different – if
cues were or were not present, if they were earlier in their career and didn’t have the same level
of expertise, etc. These hypothetical what-if questions focused on possible alternative courses of
action, and surfaced aspects of expertise that the participant possesses but the interviewer might
not know to ask about.
In total, each interview lasted about 2 hours, and was capped at no longer than 2 hours. All
interviews reached the third sweep, though not all interviews completed the third sweep within
the 2 hour time limit. Participants were compensated with $40 USD for their time. After the
interview was complete, the interviewer took photographs of the timeline on the whiteboard, had
the interviews transcribed for analysis, and wrote up a short summary story of the incident. This
protocol was approved by my university’s IRB as expedited.
3.3

Initial Analysis

The data was analyzed in two phases. In the first phase, I combined analysis methods from the
Critical Decision Method [11] with open coding and data matrices [34]. Analysis was initially driven
by looking for elements of the Recognition Primed Decision Model[24, 26]. I began by building a
structured description of the decision-making process for each participant separately [22]. This
involved using the transcripts of the interview along with the timeline to identify major decision
points that the participant faced. For each decision, I identified components of decision-making
that the participant mentioned: cues that the participant noticed; background knowledge that they
brought to bear on the situation; expectations about what would happen; goals that the participant
was trying to achieve at that time; and assessments of the situation as a whole [22].
After identifying these, I placed these structures in chronological order based on the timeline
diagrams, and compared across participants using data matrices [34] to identify patterns in the
decision process. From this, I identified a three-stage process for phishing detection that was
followed by 19 of the 21 participants. This process is described in Section 4, below. I also conducted
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Stage 1:
Face Value

Stage 2:
Suspicion

Stage 3:
Decision

Cognitive Action

Sensemaking: What is
this email?

Hold 2 alternative
frames in head
simultaneously

Deal with it

Stated Goal

How does this email
relate to other things in
my life?

Is this a phishing
message?

Take action to deal with
the email

What is noticed

Information present in
email, taken at face
value

Explicitly seeking
information to help
make determination

Nothing

Expertise Used

Surface topic of email

Phishing

None?

Key information

Discrepancies with the
Technical details of
emerging understanding email

N/A

Major decision

What other explanation
might make sense?

What should I do about
it?

Which frame makes
more sense?

Table 2. The three stages of detecting a phishing email

open coding of the transcripts to serve as a validity check; this coding helped to verify that the
descriptions of the decision process matched what the participants said during the interview,
to check that quotes and descriptions represented multiple participants accurately, to check the
meaning of outliers, and to search for negative cases and counterexamples that did not match my
description [36]. I also conducted member checks, showing early draft of this paper and its analysis
to participants to ensure that my interpretations are accurate.
In doing this analysis, I discovered that a specific part of this process – the transition from the
first stage to the second stage – was a critical process for identification of phishing emails, and that
this transition was poorly described in existing literature. To address this, I conducted a second
analysis, described in Section 5, where I focused on the cues that participants noticed to better
understand this transition.

4

THREE STAGES OF PHISHING DETECTION

Nineteen of the 21 participants described a process that proceeded through three distinct stages.
Table 2 provides an overview of these stages. First, the participant would try to make sense of the
email and understand what it was saying. Second, the participant would become suspicious that
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the email wasn’t legitimate, and investigate further. And third, after investigation, the participant
would make a final decision about the email. As an example, consider this email that Josh received1 :
Case 1. Bank Hacked: Josh saw an email from his primary bank with the subject line indicating
he needed to verify his account information. Josh was alarmed; he was uncertain if his account had
been compromised. He was also surprised that his bank would send an email stating that he needed to
verify his account information rather than simply stating he had a notification on his account.
Confused as to what was happening, Josh opened the email to read it more closely. The format of the
email was similar to newsletters the bank periodically sends out. The email said he was being notified
that his bank had been hacked and he needed to login to his account to verify his information. He also
noticed a link at the bottom of the message directing him to his login page. Being an experienced web
developer, he knew that if he hovered over the link he could see the url. Once he did so he saw the url
was similar to what he remembers the bank url being, but he always forgets the details, in particular if
the bank if a .com or .net.
But having a link in an email is still suspicious; why would the bank ask him to log in rather than
just inform him that he “has a notification on your account”? Uncertain, Josh decided to go to the bank
login page by typing it into the address bar. Josh let autofill complete the url address.
When he logged into his account he saw a notification alert on his account summary, but before
opening the notification he quickly skimmed his balance on his accounts. Everything looked normal.
So, he read the bank notification and saw a notice that customers had been receiving an illegitimate
email asking them to verify their account information. The bank instructed him not to engage with
this email.
At this time, Josh knew that the email was a phishing attack. But just to be sure, he opened his
transaction history and verified the content for the last few weeks, seeing no unusual transactions. He
then deleted the email.
4.1

Stage 1: Sensemaking

All participants except one described a very similar process as the first thing they did when they
received the email. They began with two goals. First, they try to understand why they received
the email. Each email is not just a simple request; understanding the larger context of the email is
important to be able to appropriately respond. Their goal is effectively to construct an initial frame
of the email that situates the email in a larger story involving other situations in their life.
The second goal that most, but not all, participants explicitly described was trying to figure out
what action they had to take to deal with this email. They saw email in general as a series of action
items that had to be “dealt with”, and dealing with email was a major time commitment in their
work. To try to minimize that time commitment, they explicitly stated a goal of trying to quickly
figure out what action they had to take do “deal with” the email.
Reading an email is a complex task that involves connecting words and images on the screen
with many other aspects of one’s life in order to understand what the email is about and make
sense of the email. Weick [52] calls this process “sensemaking”, and shows that it is one of the
primary cognitive activities that people engage in. Sensemaking is usually initiated when people
encounter new information (such as an email), or when some surprise indicates the inadequacy
of their current understanding, and continues until people feel like they understand the situation
they are in.
1A

case is a summary of an incident described by one of the participants. The interviewer wrote a case description
immediately after completing each interview, which was then checked against the transcripts and timeline for accuracy.
Cases are presented here as detailed examples and to provide context, but findings are not specific to a case; all findings
were checked for representativeness against data from all participants [36]. All names were replaced with pseudonyms.
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Klein et al. expanded on Weick’s idea of sensemaking, and introduced what they call the ‘dataframe’ theory of sensemaking [29]. When a person is in a situation, they have a “frame” for
understanding that situation [18]. This frame could be a story that explains the chronology of
what is going on, a map that explains spatial relationships, a script explaining roles, or a plan for
what should happen. Frames provide an explanatory structure that describes relationships between
entities, such as between the email and other events in the person’s life.
In order to deal with the email quickly, participants had a goal of identifying what action was
needed. They built an initial frame of understanding for the email with this goal in mind. Some
emails were just informative, and no action was needed; participants liked those emails because
reading them was all that was necessary and they could get through those quickly. Some emails
needed responses, or required more labor. So the sensemaking goal they had when reading an
email was to identify what action was needed. Once they understood the needed action, then they
could make intelligent decisions about priorities, etc.
4.1.1 Taking the Email at Face Value. During this sensemaking process, participants took the email
at face value; they accepted information presented in the email as fact, including the displayed
sender and information presented in the content of the email body. For example, P16 received a
phishing email presenting itself as a “party planner” invitation from a friend for a potluck dinner.
During this first stage, he took the email at face value, looking at his calendar to see if he was
available on the dates in the email and looking up recipes for dishes he could bring to the event. In
Case 1, Josh received an email pretending to be from his bank, asking him to verify his account.
Assuming the email was legitimate, he became concerned that his account had been compromised
and was concerned that his money had been stolen.
4.1.2 Problem Detection. As participants noticed new aspects of the email (for example, as they
read the body of the email), they added this new information to their understanding to enrich their
current frame. However, some of the cues that they noticed did not cleanly fit into the current
frame. These discrepancies are often noted, but do not necessarily change the current frame of the
email.
Josh noticed that the email from his bank directly asked him to verify information. He found
this odd; he remembers that emails from his bank normally just say that he has a notification on
his account. This is a discrepancy: a fact that was noticed about the situation that does not cleanly
fit into the current frame.
A single discrepancy is usually not enough to cause the participants to question their current
frame for the email. However, as they make sense of the email, they may notice multiple discrepancies that do not fit into the current frame. Eventually, there is a point where the participant
decides that their current framing — taking the email at face value — isn’t sufficient, and he or
she starts questioning the frame. That is, they detect a problem with their current framing of the
email. Problem detection requires an active decision by a person that the current frame might not
accurately reflect an appropriate understanding of the situation / email [25].
4.2

Stage 2: Is this phishing?

Once a person detects a problem with their current understanding of the email, they experience a
cognitive shift. Participants changed their activity away from sensemaking, and instead tried to
determine if the email was legitimate. This shift was usually evident in the timeline description from
participants; participants would describe a clear change in the goal they were trying to accomplish.
Rather than trying to figure out what the email was asking them to do, participants described their
new goal as trying to determine if the email was legitimate. That is, they wanted to know if the
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email was what is said it was, or if it was a phishing email. Josh experienced this shift in the 3rd
paragraph of Case 1.
This new goal captures the second stage of phishing detection. Rather than making sense of the
email, participants begin searching for evidence that would help them determine if the email is
legitimate. For example, participants would hover over the link the email (P12), click on the name
to view the email address of the sender (P9), open up the headers of the email to see where it came
from (P7), or run the attachment through a web-based antivirus detector (P4).
4.2.1 The role of training. When asked about how they knew what actions to take that would
help them achieve this goal, almost all of the participants cited explicit security training that they
had received. Looking at what information participants reported using this point, this information
often matches with common security training around phishing — specifically hovering over links
and looking at from addresses or senders (as Josh did in Case 1).
Most of the information that was sought during this stage is what I call conclusive distinguishers:
information that can conclusively establish that an email is a phishing email. If a person hovers
over a link and it doesn’t link to the expected domain, then with high confidence the email can be
declared to be phishing (or, at least, not what it says it is). Most current phishing training focuses
on helping people identify conclusive distinguishers [23, 40], and it is exactly these distinguishers
that the experts looked for: URLs, email headers, IP addresses, and other hard-to-fake technical
information. Participants described some time pressure here and hoped to quickly identify if the
email was phishing using these distinguishers.
4.2.2 Difficulty Inversion. In this stage, I observed an inversion of difficulty. The vast majority of
emails are not phishing, so participants initially assumed legitimacy. However, after experiencing
this cognitive shift and becoming suspicious of the email, participants found it easy to conclude a
message was phishing but difficult to conclude it was legitimate.
For example, P4 looked at an email from someone asking for a job that was sent to a high-level
manager. She was suspicious that it was a phishing email due to the link in the message. She
hovered over the link (looking for a conclusive distinguisher) and it looked like a legitimate link to
a resume. She examined the from address and headers (another possible conclusive distinguisher)
and they matched exactly with the stated identity in the email. She ran the attached PDF through
an anti-virus (a third possible conclusive distinguisher), which reported that the file was safe. She
looked up the domain names in the links and they appeared congruent with the rest of the email.
Then she opened a disposable virtual machine and visited the link in this safe virtual machine and
examined the resulting website for inconsistencies. Only after all of this work was she willing to
conclude that the email was not a phishing message.
Four participants described a message that they thought might be phishing but actually turned
out to be legitimate. For these participants, they followed their training and looked for conclusive
distinguishers, but found that those distinguishers did not establish the email as phishing. They
had to go through much more effort to then convince themselves that the email was actually a
legitimate email. Conclusive distinguishers provide strong evidence of an email’s phishing nature,
but provide only weak evidence of its legitimacy.
4.3

Stage 3: Dealing with the email

After coming to a conclusion about whether the email was phishing or not, participants entered a
third stage where they had to decide what to do with the email. At this point, participants stopped
looking for new information or trying to change or enrich their framing of the email. Instead, they
focused on action: finally accomplishing that first goal of dealing with the email. This goal change
is evident in the final paragraph of Case 1.
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The majority of participants had a very simple action for phishing messages: delete the email (9
participants). These participants often justified this action in very practical terms: their goal was to
take whatever action they needed to to deal with the email, and no action was required (since it
was a phishing message), so they were done with the email and deleted it. In Case 1, Josh deleted
the email after verifying his bank accounts.
Instead of just deleting the email, 9 more participants felt some responsibility to the organization
to help them protect against phishing attacks. For two of these, it was explicitly part of their job, but
the remaining seven participants did so because they wanted to be helpful. All of these participants
described additional actions, such as forwarding the email, along with a note with their findings, to
the abuse@XXX.edu email address where phishing messages are supposed to be reported. Four
participants undertook additional investigative steps (such as scanning attachments for viruses or
opening the link in a virtual machine) before reporting the email to the organization responsible
for it.
5

HOW EXPERTS BECOME SUSPICIOUS

The shift from stage 1 to stage 2 appears to be the critical event for IT experts in the detection of
phishing emails. At this point, participants detect a problem with their current understanding of
the email (the current cognitive frame [29]), and shift their goal from doing whatever the email
asks to figuring out whether the email is really a phishing message. Since these experts found it
easy to determine that an email was a phishing message after this shift, it appears that this shift is
the critical event.
5.1

Research on Problem Detection

Klein defines problem detection as identifying that a current cognitive frame is inadequate to
explain the current situation. Many complex real-world decisions involve problem detection. For
example, Klein, Crandall, et al. examined how neo-natal nurses recognize when a newborn baby is
in the process of developing sepsis — which is really identifying when the normal framing (the
baby is healthy) is the incorrect frame for the baby [25].
People often identify problems by noticing discrepancies between the real world and their
understanding of the world. Once enough discrepancies build up, the person detects that there is a
problem. This buildup of discrepancies model is a very common model of problem detection [10].
Klein identifies two major critiques with this buildup-of-discrepancies model of problem detection: [25] First, it requires effort and expertise to notice a discrepancy. Two people can be in
the same situation, but will notice different aspects of that situation. Second, problem detection
does not occur simply by the accumulation of discrepancies. Klein instead proposes that problem
detection is a frame shift from one frame to another. That is, before a person can detect a problem,
they need to identify an alternative framing for the situation that they can shift their understanding
to. Without this alternative explanation, discrepancies do not trigger problem detection.
5.2

Analyzing Cues to Understand Suspicion

Building on this conceptualization of problem detection, I re-analyzed the interview transcripts to
focus on the cues that my participants noticed. Cues provide the primary input to decision making –
they are the data about the world that a person uses when making decisions. They provide stimulus;
noticing a cue in the world can cause a person to think more carefully and change aspects of the
decision-making process.
The cues I identified have three major properties [24]. First, cues exist in the world; in theory,
they could be independently factually verified by other people. Cues are things in the world,
not inside a person’s head. Cues are external to the decision-making process, but provide new
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information and input into that process. Second, not everything in the world is a cue; cues have to
be explicitly noticed by a person for them to become an input into the decision-making process.
What people notice and don’t notice is complicated; people don’t notice everything in front of
them, and different people often notice different things in the same situation. And finally, noticing
a cue is contemporaneous; remembering something that was seen or known in the past is not a
cue. Even though remembering a fact that was first noticed in the past can serve as a new input in
decision-making, that fact had to be noticed at some point in the past first.
Two research assistants and I carefully re-analyzed the transcripts for the 19 participants that
described specific email incidents, and for each incident we made a cue inventory [11, 22]: a list of all
of the cues that the person reported noticing during the incident. Because these were retrospective
accounts, it is possible that the participant noticed something at the time that they did not remember
or mention during the interview. However, most of the important cues – the cues that influenced
and shaped the decision-making process of the participant about this email – were likely to be
mentioned and included in the cue inventory [22]. Two members of the research team independently
created a cue inventory for each transcript, and then met weekly to compare the inventories, discuss
discrepancies, and decide on a final list of cues based on the definition of “cue” above.
After the cue inventory was identified, we ordered the cues in the chronological order that
they were first noticed in the incident. Often, participants were not clear about the order in which
cues were noticed; we grouped cues into clusters that were all noticed at approximately the same
time. We cannot definitely identify ordering within a cluster, but participants were clear of the
ordering across clusters. After clustering and ordering cues, we coded the cues for which of the
three decision-making stages the participant was in when they first noticed the cue: face-value
sensemaking, suspicion, or dealing with the email.
Finally, for each cue that we identified, we coded for properties of that cue in the decision-making
process of the participant. We coded whether the participant identified the cue as a discrepancy
with their current understanding, and if so, what type of discrepancy. We coded if the cue was
explicitly scanned for, or simply noticed. We coded for negative cues — noticing when something
is missing from the world (which are more difficult to notice and require expertise to know that it
should be present). And we coded for reactions that the participant might have taken to each cue,
such as explaining away discrepancies, or having a really strong reaction to the cue (what Klein et
al. call an “antibody reaction” [25]).
This coding was also done by two members of the research team. The level of analysis was a
“cue”, and each cue was associated with a series of statements in the transcript. We used an excel
spreadsheet with columns for the different codes and rows for each cue. We met after coding each
2-3 interviews to measure reliability and discuss any differences. Differences were discussed until
a final agreement was reached, and the final agreement was used as the code for the data. This
process is based on the one described by Hoffman et al. [22].
During the process, we developed written guidance for what is a cue, and a codebook defining
the properties of cues. These documents are available in the supplementary materials for this paper.

5.3

Cues: Noticing Requires Expertise

A person has to notice a cue before he or she can use it to influence their decisions. Noticing is
cognitive work. People don’t notice everything, but instead only notice things in the world that
they have a mental framework to understand that in some way contribute meaning to them. Two
people can look at the same thing in the world but notice different things because those different
things have different meaning to them.
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Noticing requires expertise, and the expertise an individual possesses influences and shapes what
they notice about an email. Possessing different expertise is why two people can look at the same
thing and notice different things about it. Klein and Hoffman, in their paper “Seeing the Invisible”,
identify three ways that expertise influences noticing [28]: (1) experts can see what typically
happens in a situation, and when elements are missing that are typically present; (2) experts can
see fine distinctions in situations that are overlooked by non-experts; and (3) experts can see
antecedents and consequents, visualize how a situation got into its current state, and how it will
continue to develop.
Consider what Ashley notices in this example:
Case 2. Not My Paypal: On her birthday, Ashley (P9) was working and checking her email. She
noticed an email come in from PayPal with a subject like “VISA expired”. She thought this was confusing,
because she doesn’t have a PayPal account. Her husband does, and it is linked with their bank account,
but she doesn’t. She was concerned by this email, and wanted to make sure she wasn’t being thefted
[sic]. She clicked on the email to read it. She noticed that it didn’t have an attachment (good; she
usually just deletes emails with attachments). She looked to see whether the email was directly asking
for a new credit card number, or whether it was asking her to log in to her account. Directly asking is a
common tactic she has seen in past phishing, but this email wasn’t directly asking. She checked to see
if the login button went to a real site by hovering over it, and it seemed to — it went to a paypal.com
URL. She also noticed that the email looked “on brand” — it had appropriate colors, the images were of
appropriate resolution, and it looked purposefully created and designed like it was coming from a CRM
tool. She works with brand standards for her job, so she naturally recognizes things like this.
She still was skeptical and wanted to be sure there weren’t any identify theft issues. She clicked reply
and looked at who the reply defaulted to — it went to a paypal.com email address and didn’t fill in
any other information. She deleted the reply; she just wanted to see what email address it would go to.
She then went to the web for more information. On paypal.com, she verified that the branding in the
email matched the webpage. She decided to forward the email to a paypal address she found to “cover
her butt.”
At that point, she decided she wasn’t freaking out. She decided “meh”; she didn’t need to follow up
any more because there was no danger, so she just moved on.
When she first opened and looked at the email, Ashley noticed things that most people would
notice — she noticed what the email was about and what it was asking her to do. But, because
of her background and experience in marketing and education, she also noticed things like the
resolution of the images and the shades of colors that many of us would likely have overlooked.
In examining what the IT experts notice about emails, I found evidence that all three cognitiveperceptual skills influenced what was noticed. In Case 2, Ashley uses her expert knowledge of
phishing emails, and what is typically present in phishing emails, to recognize things that were
missing from her email. She noticed that the email was not directly asking for her credit card
number. She specifically noticed that this request was missing because she applied her expertise to
recognize that phishing emails (at least in her experience) often directly request the information
they want, and this email wasn’t.
Ashley’s ability to recognize the resolution of the images is an example of the second cognitiveperceptual skill: seeing fine distinctions. Ashley was able to recognize the resolution of the images
as not too high and not too low, but appropriate for the type of message being sent. Most people
don’t recognize the resolution of images, and even if they did, wouldn’t know whether it was higher
or lower than it should be. But Ashley’s expertise in CRM software enabled her to apply meaning
to the images and recognize fine distinctions in resolution that other people wouldn’t.
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Finally, Ashley’s expertise in phishing enabled her to understand how the situation would develop
in the future, which enabled her to not freak out and end up deciding “meh” about the email. She
understood that, because she received this email, the attackers did not yet have the information
they wanted from her, and her account was still safe.
The important point here is not what she noticed (image resolution and shades of color), but
how she noticed it. Ashley used expertise that she had developed for other means to notice features
of the email that had meaning to her. Other participants do not have her expertise in CRM systems,
and thus did not recognize those exact cues. But all participants used their own knowledge and
expertise, including non-technical and non-security related expertise, to notice features in emails
that have meaning to them.
5.4

Cues: Noticing and Mindset

Expertise shapes what people notice in a situation because it gives meaning to the things that they
see. Expertise is relatively static, but the same person might notice different things at different
times. Consider this example:
Case 3. The Typo: A year or two ago, Sarah (P11) had received an email that seemed to be from
Sprint (but wasn’t); all she remembers about the email was that it had a typo in it. When she clicked
on it her computer went blank and stopped working. She lost the computer for a week and had to use
a loaner computer while it got fixed. Since she was a manager, all of her co-workers knew what had
happened.
Sarah was at work in the afternoon one day checking her work email. She saw an email from “AT
Order” with the subject “Ann Taylor order”. She remembered that she had recently (last couple of days)
ordered from Ann Taylor. She has a 2-second rule for deciding if an email can be deleted, or if it needs
to be dealt with later. She decided to deal with it later because it could be something about her recent
order, and could have financial implications.
Later in the day, she opened the email and read it to try to figure out if it was important and was
something she needed to deal with. Why were they sending this email to her? She noticed that it looked
similar to other (advertising) emails from Ann Taylor — it included the logo, the legalese at the bottom,
and was directly addressed to her. It said there was an “issue with your order” and had a big box where
she could click to “check status” of the order.
Near the end, she noticed a typo in the email. She didn’t remember the specific typo, but she
remembered there was one. This caused her “audit mind” to kick in, and she wondered if someone was
trying to scam her (remembering the Sprint email). She read the email more closely and started to
notice “lots of stuff” that was off about the email. She noticed more typos in the email. Lots of typos. She
noticed the salutation was not normal for an American (she is Canadian) – something like “Pleasant
Day”. She noticed grammar issues. She noticed that the paragraph structure didn’t seem like a normal
American structure.
She thought of this email as “gray” – she wasn’t sure if it was legitimate, but wasn’t convinced. She
checked the email address, and saw that the email address was a bunch of characters at a domain,
rather than a name (like customer service) or noreply or something like that. This told her conclusively
that this wasn’t a legitimate email.
In this case, Sarah read through the same email twice. Sarah’s initial frame associates the email
she received with the clothing order she placed a few days prior. She noticed things like the logo,
the main point of the communication (an issue with her order), and where she had to click to move
on.
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The second time through the email, though, she was suspicious of the email. She noticed typos
and other issues that she didn’t the first time through. This change to a suspicious mindset changed
what had meaning to her, and thus allowed her to notice things that she didn’t notice the first time.
According to Klein et al., the frame that a person has influences what data (cues) that person
notices in the world, and the data that is noticed influences the frame that people use to understand
the data [29]. Klein et al. argue that “the data identify the relevant frame, and the frame determines
which data are noticed. Neither of these comes first. The data elicit and construct the frame; the frame
defines, connects, and filters the data.” Another way of saying this is that the mindset a person
has when reading an email influences what he or she notices, and what is noticed simultaneously
influences that person’s mindset.
5.5

Discrepancies

As each participant read the email, he or she would try to integrate each new cue that they
noticed into their existing frame for the email. Sometimes, though, they would notice cues that
had meaning to them, but that they couldn’t easily integrate into their frame. Each of these cues
was a discrepancy. Discrepancies play an important part in the emerging sensemaking process as
people try to understand the email. As Klein argues, they also play an important part in problem
detection [25].
45%2 of all cues that my participants noticed were discrepancies with their current frame. During
the first stage, when participants were still taking the email at face value, 35% of the cues were
discrepancies. The majority of cues noticed were not discrepancies; because these were reasonably
good phishing emails (or legitimate emails), most of the cues made sense and could be integrated
into the story for that frame.
Across the emails that participants described, I found three different types of discrepancies that
played roles in participant decision-making processes: inconsistencies, typicality violations, and
frame violations.
Inconsistencies. Inconsistencies are internal contradictions between cues. An individual cue
cannot be an inconsistency, but two cues can be inconsistent with each other. Inconsistencies are
internal to the a given frame; they are two things that both make sense as part of the story but
cannot both be part of the same story. However, inconsistencies are external to the decision-maker;
the information needed for the inconsistency comes entirely from cues noticed in the world, and
not from background knowledge.
Inconsistencies played a relatively small role in detecting phishing. Only 27% of discrepancies
(19% of all cues) were inconsistent with another cue that was noticed. For example, P7 noticed that
an email appeared to come from someone with an email address in his same organization (same
domain after the ‘@’), but when he looked at the headers of the email, it was not sent from a mail
server in that organization. He described this as an inconsistency; either it came from inside the
organization or not, but both can’t be true. In this example, P7 didn’t notice this inconsistency until
after he was already suspicious, and explicitly sought out the information in the headers.
Typicality Violations. The second type of discrepancy I found were typicality violations. A
typicality violation is an individual cue that violates the person’s expectations for what is typically
present in similar situations. The person has some expectation for the email and the cue that is
noticed doesn’t meet that expectation. 43% of all discrepancies were typicality violations.
2 Note

that these percentages refer to the specific participants and the specific emails received by these participants. These
numbers are descriptive, but are unlikely to generalize to other situations.
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In typicality violations, those expectations come from patterns in prior, similar situations. The
person notices that prior, similar situations typically have some feature present or not present, and
then expect the same feature in this situation. Typicality is not necessarily the result of cause-andeffect, and people don’t need to have a strong reason to believe that the cue is important. It just
needs to violate what the person has previously noticed as typically present. For example, P3 got
an email from someone else in his same organization who he had never previously communicated
with. The email was written in a comic sans type font. P3 found this to be odd (that is, a discrepancy)
because he doesn’t normally see professional, work emails written in that type of font (it violated
what he typically sees).
Typicality violations can be either positive or negative. Positive typicality violations are when a
person notices something present that is different than it typically is. The font discrepancy that P3
noticed was a positive typicality violation because he directly noticed the font.
Negative typicality violations are when the person notices that something is not present that
typically is. Negative violations are much more difficult to notice because it requires more expertise
to understand that something typically is present but is not in this situation. In Case 3, Sarah noticed
that the email did not contain any details about her order. She recognized that this is unusual; in
her experience emails from retailers usually do state what order the email is about. This was a
negative typicality violation because it she noticed something was missing, which required her to
think back to previous messages to recognize that it wasn’t present. Negative typicality violations
are much less common than positive ones. Only 24% of typicality violations were negative; the
other 76% were positive.
Frame Violations. Third, frame violations occur when a person thinks through the frame (the
emerging story) that they are developing for the email, and deduce logically what should or should
not be present. A cue is a frame violation if the person observing the cue cannot integrate the cue
into his or her current frame of understanding for the email.
Frame violations were relatively rare in my data; they only represented 13% of the cues that were
noticed (25% of discrepancies). Because we coded typicality violations separately, frame violations
were only coded when the participant explicitly talked about some logical thought process that led
them to conclude that the cue didn’t fit into the frame.

5.6

The Need for an Alternative Explanation

Noticing discrepancies isn’t enough to recognize the email as phishing. Instead, the role that
discrepancies seem to play is that they create a need.
What I’ve called discrepancies, Klein calls “disturbances” [25]. He argues that cues (data elements)
that don’t fit into the current frame disturb the person who notices them and create a feeling of
anxiety. That low level anxiety causes people to feel a need to redefine their understanding of the
situation. As Klein says, “the positive role of anxiety in problem detection can be seen as helping to
question whether the current assessment or current line of activity are still appropriate.” [25]
In the participants, this anxiety manifested itself as a feeling of a need for an alternative explanation. They noticed discrepancies between what they were seeing in the email, and the story that
was forming in their head. Participants felt uncomfortable about this, and felt like they needed to
find some way to understand or explain these discrepancies.
To see this, consider the following case where the participant did not develop anxiety. The
participant explained away the discrepancies he noticed, and as a result did not feel this need for
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an alternative explanation. This actually prevented him from becoming suspicious and considering
alternative explanations until he was forced to by his friend’s mother.
Case 4. The Party Invite: Nick (P16) was checking his personal email on his phone while in the
car with his wife driving. He noticed an email from Mary, the mother of his friend Zack, who he knew
well. It was an invitation to a party from a party planning service; it was a form email about the event
a couple weekends from now with a customized message like “sign up for a dish to pass”. This seemed
like something she would send; she frequently has such parties though she normally talks to him in
person about them because he often makes the main meat for such parties.
When they got home, his wife went to check the physical calendar they keep on the fridge to see if
that weekend was open. While she was doing that, Nick went to his computer and started looking at
recipes for things he might want to make for the party. His wife confirmed that they were available
that weekend, and he started to get excited about a party — particularly about making some interesting
food for the party (which is his favorite part of such get togethers). After he made some decisions about
what to bring, he went to sign up through the website. Following his normal practice, he typed in the
URL in the email rather than clicking on the link. When he did that, the website came back with an
“event not found” error message. He guessed that she just fat-fingered the URL, so he went and hovered
over the URL. He noticed that the link actually went to a site in the UK — it looked like it might be a
CDN (content delivery network) — but it didn’t seem like the same website for the party planner.
Still excited about the party, he decided to just call up Mary. He asked her what the event code for
the party was. Mary responded confused; she wasn’t planning a party. She said her son Zack had also
gotten an email about a party from her. At this point, Nick knew that the email wasn’t legitimate.
Mary said that Zack thinks she was hacked. Nick, trying to be helpful, started making suggestions
from his IT background about what to do. Mary responded that her son Zack has told her the same
things. Nick concluded that “Zack was on this” and hung up. Disappointed that there wasn’t a party,
Nick deleted the email and informed his wife that the party wasn’t real.
Nick noticed multiple discrepancies with this party invite email. He thought it was unusual that
he got an email about it rather than hearing about it in person (a typicality violation). He got an
“event not found” error (a frame violation). He noticed the URL didn’t go where he expected it to
(an inconsistency).
As he noticed each discrepancy, he explained it away. For example, he assumed he “fat-fingered”
the URL by typing it in incorrectly, and that was why he was getting the event not found error
message. By explaining the discrepancy away, he removed the anxiety that comes with discrepancies.
He no longer felt a need for an alternative explanation, and thus when faced with evidence that
normally would be conclusive (the bad URL), he wasn’t in the frame of mind to recognize it.
5.7

Triggering an Alternative Framing: Something to shift TO

“Failures of problem detection are not so much failures to detect an indicator, but rather they are
failures to reconceive or redefine the situation.” – Klein et al. [25]
Above, I argued that becoming “suspicious” about an email is actually a cognitive shift; the person
shifts from framing the email at face value, and instead becomes suspicious that the email might be
a phishing email. Klein shows that a person can’t just “detect a problem”; instead, the person needs
a possible alternative explanation to shift into [25]. For phishing, “the email is phishing” is one
such alternative explanation.
To identify potential triggers for this shift, I looked at the cue inventory for each participant, and
identified the last cue that was noticed before shifting to suspicion. If this cue is strongly associated
with phishing in the participant’s head, then it is possible that noticing this cue could bring to
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# Participants

Action Link
Typo
Suggested by another person
Recipients in from line
Unusual subject line
Attachment
URL
Unusual information requested
Never became suspicious

8
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
2

Table 3. Triggers: the last cue noticed by participants before shifting to be suspicious. Counts are the number
of participants who reported this cue last before shifting.

mind phishing emails, and enable the person to realize that phishing is a potential alternative
explanation.
For each of the possible triggers, Table 3 shows how many participants reported noticing that
cue last before shifting to suspicion. The most common trigger was an action link. Action links are
links in emails that the email is asking the person to click in order to do something. Action links
are not URLs; in all cases, the participant had not yet seen the URL. Instead, action links are just
the presence of a link requesting an action. Most participants described that they believed that this
was a common feature of phishing emails.
Triggers are not necessarily discrepancies, but discrepancies can serve as triggers. Indeed, if the
email is being taken at face value, often an action link makes sense to be present in the email, and
therefore participants don’t see it as a discrepancy. For one participant, typos made sense in the
email (because it was written quickly) and he saw it as odd when the email didn’t have any typos.
All of the triggers in Table 3 seem to be associated with phishing emails in the minds of the
participants. The discrepancies noticed previously created a need for an alternative explanation,
and then the trigger cue enabled the participant to identify phishing as a possible alternative
explanation. That is, the trigger cue helped the participant identify an alternative framing of the
email that they could shift to. Only once they had this possible alternative did they actually become
suspicious.
6

DISCUSSION

Every email that a person receives could possibly be a phishing email. Many people receive tens
or hundreds of emails per day, and only a small number of them are phishing messages. As Sasse
[42] argues, “Usable security acknowledges that users are focused on their primary goals” and that
“disrupting these primary tasks” with security concerns can create “a huge workload” for users.
Each email message received is a decision (is this a phishing email?) that needs to be made, and if
done poorly, making these decisions can be a huge workload.
In this paper, I describe a common process that IT experts follow to identify phishing messages.
This process has been successfully integrated into the workflow of these office workers, scaled up
to normal levels of email, and helps them restrict their time-intensive investigations to only those
emails that warrant it.
All of these participants described applying their phishing training in stage 2 (and occasionally
in stage 1), and that training helped them to know what to do. This suggests that existing training is
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helpful and effective, at least for these IT professionals. However, the participants rarely described
any influence of phishing training during stage 1. It is not until after becoming suspicious and
questioning the initial framing of the email that the phishing training is normally used. However,
most email messages never make it out of stage 1. This suggests that current training is missing an
important aspect of how these experts detect phishing messages.
Past research has identified a number of features of emails that can indicate phishing, such
as typos and grammatical issues [6], URLs that do not link to the correct website [30, 45], social
influence strategies [35], and appealing to people’s curiousity [5]. Many of these features are already
mentioned in end user training as things to look for when identifing phishing messages.
Many of the cues noticed by participants in this study are mentioned in prior research. However,
it isn’t enough just to recognize the presence of a given cue in an email; you have to know what
to do with it. It is not enough to known which cues signal phishing to people; we need to understand the different roles that each cue plays in the complex decision-making process of identifying
phishing emails. Some cues build anxiety (discrepancies); some help people remember alternative
explanations (triggers), some support definitive conclusions (conclusive distinguishers), and some
serve multiple roles at different points in the process. All three types of cues are needed for experts
to identify a phishing email, and no single type of cue is enough.
6.1

How Expertise Matters

In order to detect an email as a phishing message, all of my participants used their expertise in
important ways. To detect phishing messages, three distinct types of expertise were used.
First, expertise in the face topic of the email is needed. The face topic is whatever topic the email
says it is about, assuming the email is truthful. For a large number of my participants, this was
actually expertise in the organization they worked for. For example, participant P1 talked about
how their organization doesn’t usually send business emails outside of business hours (for an
email asking to update benefits information). P8 complained that an email didn’t have a full, long
signature, which is normal for his organization. P17 got an email from a woman who worked down
the hall from him, but he felt was weird because she never emails him, and the company culture
was to personalize emails and this email wasn’t personalized. Face value expertise is primarily used
during the first stage, and helps people to recognize discrepancies.
Second, expertise in phishing scams is also needed. This expertise includes background knowledge
that phishing emails exist, and some knowledge about what these emails look like. Phishing expertise
is used is to recognize phishing as a possible alternative explanation for the email. Something needs
to trigger this alternative explanation. For most participants, this expertise in phishing scams did
not come from formal training. Rather, it came from experience seeing phishing messages, and
from office gossip about prior phishing messages that people had seen.
Third, once suspicious, people need to know what information to look for to determine whether
this email is actually phishing or not. Participants, which were all IT experts, turned to their
technical expertise and explicit training in phishing. Each person uses that expertise to specifically
look for things (like URLs, email senders, email headers, or IP address information) that can help
them determine if the email is legitimate or phishing. This is important because becoming suspicious
isn’t enough to conclude an email is phishing; people need to investigate to be sure.
6.2

Ways to Fail in Detecting Phishing

By examining the process that IT experts use to identify phishing messages, I identified six places
where this process can fail. These failures are described in Table 4.
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How It Fails

Automation failure

Making Sense of the Email

Not engaging in enough sensemaking;
automatically doing what the email
asks

Discrepancy failure

Knowing what is typical, and
noticing discrepancies

Not noticing discrepancies because
you don’t know what to expect

Accumulation failure

Discrepancies create a need for
an alternative explanation

Explaining away discrepancies

Alternative failure

Identifying phishing as an
alternative explanation

Noticing discrepancies, but not
identifying other possible explanations
(not becoming suspicious)

Failure to Investigate

Examining email for phishing
indicators

Become suspicious, but don’t know
what to look for

Evidence Failure

Examining email for phishing
indicators

Be suspicious, investigate, but find bad
information that leads to the wrong
conclusion

Table 4. Ways that people can fail to detect a phishing email

In the normal successful process, the first thing that experts do is try to make sense of the email.
This can fail when processing email automatically. I call this an automation failure. If a person
doesn’t try to make sense of the email, and instead just automatically does what the email says,
then this bypasses the whole detection process and doesn’t enable them to notice discrepancies,
become suspicious, or further investigate the email.
A discrepancy failure occurs when a person is trying to make sense of an email, but doesn’t
notice discrepancies. Most discrepancies are typicality violations or frame violations, but a person
can only notice these when he or she has enough expertise in the face topic of the email. This
failure often comes from a lack of expertise; but it is not phishing or technical expertise that is
missing, but rather expertise in the face topic of the email.
An accumulation failure occurs when a person explains those discrepancies away one by one
without allowing them to build up into a need for an alternative. As Klein observes, explaining
away discrepancies more commonly occurs among experts because they are able to come up with
more plausible explanations that can be used to explain away discrepancies [24]. While discrepancy
failures occur due to lack of expertise, accumulation failures occur from too much expertise in the
face topic of the email. Nick, in Case 4, had an accumulation failure.
An alternative failure occurs when the person never identifies phishing as a possible alternative
explanation. Almost all of the participants in this study seemed to be triggered to remember that
phishing is a possible explanation by something they noticed in the email. Without such a triggering
cue, the person never identifies an alternative explanation and leaves the discrepancies unexplained.
We never fully understand emails we receive, so even in the face of discrepancies, a person might
not become suspicious. Identifying phishing as an alternative relates to phishing expertise, so this
failure is most likely to occur in people who don’t have much experience or expertise in phishing
emails.
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Once a person is suspicious, normally they investigate the email by explicitly seeking out
information that will help them determine whether the email is legitimate or not. Most of the
participants indicated that they knew what to look for because of phishing training. However,
people with less technical expertise might not know what to look for or what to do, and thus might
fail to investigate the email.
Finally, even if a person does investigate the email, it is possible that the investigation produces
erroneous or incorrect information. This is an evidence failure. This type of failure occurred during
the 2016 US Presidential election, and played an important part in that election [32, 37].
6.3

Implications for End Users

The primary contribution of this paper is a description of the process that IT security experts use
to identify phishing messages. It is important to understand and improve the ability of experts to
detect these messages; they are often targeted for phishing attacks.
However, the knowledge of the cognitive processes described in this paper also has implications
for improving the ability of non-expert users to detect phishing. This paper describes a realistic
upper bound for how well end users can do in phishing. Even security experts are not perfect
and do not detect every phishing email. Security experts do not do full investigations of every
email they receive (according to data presented above). We cannot and should not expect end users
to be perfect in recognizing phishing emails. This paper describes a reasonable upper bound for
expectations of end users – that is, it describes a reasonable, usable process that end users could
use to identify a reasonable number of phishing emails if they were trained well.
Knowledge of the process described above can help improve end-user training. While this paper
does not have data about how to deliver effective phishing training, it can help inform the content
of that training. Most end-user training focuses on general awareness (“this is what phishing is”)
and on specific things to look for (“hover over links”) [17]. Rarely does existing advice mention
processes, and often the process advice is unrealistic (e.g. “hover over every link in every email”
[6]) and isn’t even followed by experts. Instead, we can provide more actionable training to not
investigate every email but only ones that are “suspicious”, and focusing our efforts on helping
users become appropriately suspicious.
It is also possible to improve “awareness” training about phishing. Much awareness training
emphasizes what phishing is, and what is trying to do [17]. The detailed process described above
shows the role that this awareness plays: it provides an alternative explanation. It also suggests a
new goal for awareness training: to cognitively associate “triggers” present in many emails with
the idea of phishing emails. For example, end-user training might usefully focus on associating
action links with phishing (rather than trying to associate all links with phishing). Triggers should
be something that people already naturally notice (like requesting an action) rather than things
that people need to go out of their way to notice (like hovering over a link to see the URL). The
details presented here emphasize the importance of triggers (even suspicious experts wouldn’t
investigate the right things to notice a phishing email without them) and important constraints on
them (already notice rather than explicitly investigate).
The usable security community has been working on building a base of theoretical knowledge
about phishing detection by humans. That is, we have catalogued a lot of information about topics
like a) what kinds of phishing emails people are more likely to fall for [35]; b) what kinds of training
are effective in helping end users detect phishing [30, 51], and c) what situations lead people to fall
for phishing [5]. Together, this information is useful in building theories about how people relate
to phishing. This paper contributes to this knowledge by looking in more detail at the cognitive
detection process.
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Another finding of this paper is in the role that contextual knowledge and non-technical expertise
can play in phishing detection. This suggests that phishing training can be usefully customized for
different contexts and groups of users with shared expertise. Such customization should encourage
users to use their knowledge of context and existing expertise in other domains to become suspicious
of emails.
6.4

Negative Uses of this Theory

The goal of this work is to develop a theory of how people identify phishing emails, so that we can
better train users to recognize phishing emails and prevent them from falling victim to phishing
messages. However, this theory (and any similar theory) is dual-use, and may possibly be used by
malicious actors to improve their phishing messages. In developing and describing this theory, I
focused on how it can be used to improve defensive training, and I did not identify methods that
can trigger detection failures.
6.5

Limitations

All of the expert participants in this study work for the same organization. They received formal
training from a variety of schools, possess a variety of different types of degrees, and many worked
for other organizations before this one. Still, organizational culture is strong, and could be a strong
influence on the approaches and strategies used by these experts. It is possible that this study is
biased by the fact that all of the participants work in the same organization.
7

CONCLUSIONS

Phishing is a difficult problem to protect against and current technical solutions do not completely
solve the problem. In this paper, I describe the naturalistic process that IT experts use to recognize
and identify phishing emails in their own inboxes. The crux of this process is noticing discrepancies
between the email and what is typically expected to be in similar emails, and then identifying
phishing as a potential alternative explanation for these discrepancies.
Many of my participants described a triage process (e.g. a “five second rule”) for quickly determining if an email is worth reading at all. Emails that were not relevant were deleted without being
read carefully, and this could include phishing emails. I did not study this, and the theory above
does not cover this case. Participants used the process presented here for more difficult emails that
are attractive or important to the recipient for some reason.
Much prior work has attempted to design ways to train users to identify phishing messages [30,
45, 51]. Most of this work focuses on training users to use conclusive distinguishers — features of
the email, such as URLs, that can conclusively establish that the email is a phishing message. In
this paper, I show that there is a very important role for non-conclusive distinguishers — features
of emails that seem off, but cannot conclusively identify that the email is a phishing message. In
particular, all but one of the experts I studied had to notice a number of non-conclusive discrepancies
before they ever began looking for conclusive distinguishers.
I found that phishing expertise played two important roles — triggering the person to identify
phishing as a possible alternative explanation, and knowing what information to look for once
they become suspicious. Current training focuses on this second role – knowing what to look for.
It would be helpful if phishing training could also help people to associate common features of
phishing emails (like action links) with phishing generally, because that will enable those features
to better trigger people to remember phishing as a possible alternative explanation.
In addition to phishing expertise, I also found a role for expertise in the face topic of emails. This
expertise helps people notice discrepancies by recognizing what is typically present in situations.
Organizations should try to be consistent in legitimate emails, and give people many opportunities
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to see and recognize those consistent features of legitimate emails. This will help people they
interact with recognize discrepancies when messages do not follow those typical practices.
Interviewing IT experts, Theofanos et al. found that experts claim that they are distrusting of
everything online [49]. As general comments, some of my participants also stated this (unprompted).
The naturalistic decision making literature refers to this as a “stance” [24]; IT experts have a generally
skeptical stance toward emails they receive. However, it is not clear how helpful this stance was or
even if it is truly present in the cases I studied. All but one of the participants initially trusted the
email; it was only after noticing discrepancies and being triggered that they became suspicious of
emails. Some end user training encourages users to adopt a similarly skeptical stance; it isn’t clear
from this research whether such encouragement is beneficial.
One participant in this study did not follow the 3-stage process. This person encourages end
users to hover over all links in emails (like most phishing advice does). She conscientiously follows
this advice herself, and hovers over all links in every email she receives before she actually reads
the email. This also appears to be an effective strategy for identifying phishing emails, though only
one of the 21 participants followed this process.
In this paper, I show that human methods of detecting phishing use very different information
than most technical methods of detecting phishing. Humans extensively use contextual knowledge
of how the email is related to other parts of their life. They also use information about typical
behaviors of people and organizations that they interact with. Thus, human detection complements
technical detection as it is likely to have very different gaps and vulnerabilities, and using the two
methods in tandem should result in greater security than either would alone.
I described a way that end users can integrate phishing detection into their normal, everyday
email processes in a realistic and reasonable manner. Current phishing training, with its focus on
conclusive distinguishers like URLs, could benefit from additionally training people to recognize
discrepancies in emails and to more easily trigger to identify phishing as a potential explanation
for those discrepancies. Future work should examine which types of failure mostly commonly lead
to problems and compromise, to help focus training on the weakest parts of the process.
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